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ITC ςWho WeAre

Customer-
Focused
Solutions

GENERATOR  
CONNECTIONS

OWNER &  
OPERATOR

NON-TRADITIONAL
INFRASTRUCTURE

PREFERRED
TRANSMISSION
PROVIDER

LEADER IN GRID  
DEVELOPMENT
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Our Impact to Date
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Best in Class

REPUTATION & TRACKRECORD GRIDDEVELOPMENTOPERATIONALEXCELLENCE

L¢/Ωǎ calling card is operational excellence.  
We leverage our transmission planning,  
engineering and regulatory expertise to  

create 21st century gridsolutions.

Our reputation and track record is built on a  
philosophy of collaboration and transparency. This  

guides our operating principles andactions.

Our best-in-class transmission planning experience  
enables us to develop the right team of experts to  

develop energy solutions for regional market  
conditions.
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Supply forecastingissues
andvariable

renewablegeneration

Need for sufficient flexible,  
responsive capacity andramping  

resources during a multi-hour  
period to meetdemand

Occurrence predominantly in  
Arizona and SouthernCalifornia

Changing generation mix is  
creating grid stability issues

Thousands of megawatts  
of renewable generation  

capacity are planned to be  
added to the grid by2030.
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Energy Challenges in the SouthwestRegion



Energy Challenges in the SouthwestRegion

Å Southwest states are moving to adopt large-scale  
solar and wind energy to supplement other forms  
of energy generation to meet ambitious energy  
goals.

Å This changing generation mix is creating concerns  
over future energy supply and grid reliability in a  
region already experiencing rapid population  
growth, increasing energy demands and  
constrained interstate transmissionlines.

Å A modern power grid is needed to support this  
evolving and uncertain energy future ςa grid  
flexible enough to accommodate diverse  
generation resources, changing market demands  
and ever-evolving technologyinputs.
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To maintain άDǊŜŜƴ DǊƛŘέ reliability requires
flexible resources capableof:

Å Sustaining upward or downwardramping

Å Responding for a defined period oftime

Å Storing energy or modifyuse

Å Reacting quickly and meeting  
expected operatinglevels

Å Starting with short notice from a  
zero or low-output level

Å Starting/stopping multiple times per day

Å Accurately forecasting operatingcapability

Energy Challenges in the SouthwestRegion
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Business EntitiesInvolved

Å ITC HoldingsCorp.

Å ITC Grid Development,LLC

Å Desert Southwest Storage HoldingsLLC

Å Big Chino Valley Pumped StorageLLC

Å ITCis a subsidiaryof FortisInc., a leaderin
the North Americanregulatedelectricand
gasutility industry
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PossibleApproaches

Paths available tomeet
policyneeds:

ÅCreate long-haultransmission
to move energy betweenregions

ÅAdd more generationsources
neardemand

ÅDevelop large-scale energy  
storagefacility
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An integrated generation and transmission solution for the  
region:

ÅSignificant investment in a large-scale energy storage facility  
in NorthernArizona

ÅRobust transmission grid interconnections serving Arizona,  
Nevada and SouthernCalifornia

Pumped storage is like a large and flexible electric battery.  
Advantages:

Å Bulk storage of excess renewableenergy

Å Reliability support to electricalgrid

Å Redeployment of excess renewable energy when and  
whereneeded

Å Decades of useful life: 50+ years operationalplan

OurSolution
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What is PumpedStorage?

Å Custom plant built with  
reversible turbines to pump  
water from a lower reservoir  
to an upper reservoir during  
periods of low demand /  
prices or high variable  
generationsupply

Å Electricity can be generated  
on demand by flowing the  
water back through a turbine  
to the lower reservoir

Å Pumped storage is like  
a large and flexible  
electricbattery

Å In useworld-wide
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EnvironmentalStewardship

ÅWe are committed to the
safe and reliable delivery of power in  
an environmentally responsible way  
to help protect land, water and  
species

ÅWe recognize the significance of  
water resources in the Southwest and  
believe that using water responsibly  
to store energy and generate  
electricity will work to the ǊŜƎƛƻƴΩǎ  
advantage

ÅWe are applying ongoing research,  
conducting studies and preparing  
environmentalanalyses

ÅOur goal: to maintain long-term  
stewardship of the water and land  
resources in theregion
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